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Chief Operating Officer is one of the most complex senior management roles in organisations
today. It embraces a range of disciplines, from Technology to Human Resources, from Legal to
Risk. Yet, unlike other senior executive roles, there is no established framework or body of
knowledge to support the COO.This book de-mystifies the COO role and breaks it into 16 core
elements; the three fundamental pillars of Culture, Strategy and Change, plus 13 technical
areas. It outlines responsibilities, warning signs, and how to boost performance. It equips you
with the questions you need to ask to gain early insight, diagnose the issues and move into
execution.Drawing on industry standards and enriched with expert insight and real-life current
examples, it condenses a vast range of knowledge and experience into one accessible read.
This book, which can be consumed in one sitting, will make you a more effective leader, faster.
This is the book that current COOs wish they had at the outset of their journey. It is the book that
your CEO, Board and team need you to read.‘A must-read guide for all aspiring COOs. Packed
with practical insights and based on real life experiences, it gives a clear and powerful road map
for this transformational organizational role.’Justin Forsyth, Deputy Executive Director, UNICEF‘It
is rare for a single book to command such breadth of expertise, practical insight and advice that
is so easy to put into action. This is a consequence of the superb clarity of Jennifer’s writing, and
the fact that she has earned her expertise – and the scars that come with it – from working on the
business end of the stick for over twenty years.’Mark Waddington, CEO, Hope and Homes for
Children‘Crisply written, clear and to the point.’Ben Brabyn, CEO, Level 39‘An impressive read.
De-codes the very tricky role of COO and inspires you on how to be a great one.’Niamh
O’Keeffe, Author of “Your First 100 days” and “Your Next Role”‘The defining text on the role of the
COO and its component parts. This is an informative and useful read for existing COOs. It is a
must read for new COOs, aspiring COOs and most importantly CEOs and Heads of HR in hiring
COOs for their organisations.'Paul Ford, CEO, Anchura Partners‘The role of COO is a balancing
act, and requires multiple hard and soft skills. This nifty handbook provides a shortcut to
understand the critical skills required, and is filled with nuggets of practical and accessible
advice.’Sinead Mahon, Banking COO‘This book takes one of the most frameless and
unstructured roles in business today, and using personal experiences seeks to help others to
demystify the role and deliver insight on how to be effective and successful. Insightful and
extensive, a book I would have loved to have access to when I was starting out in my
career.’Pam Murphy, COO, Infor
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well as software and technology.IntroductionChief Operating Officers face a near-impossible
task. In addition to being the second-in-command in the organisation and enjoying a close and
successful working relationship with their CEO, they are expected to be knowledgeable across
an incredibly broad range of disciplines: technology, human resources, compliance, facilities
management, and so on. Once they grasp the basics of each discipline, they have to
thoughtfully and judiciously apply their time, effort and political capital in the right quantities to



each of these departments, in order to drive the organisation forward.COO is one of the most
difficult, challenging and diverse roles that exist in business. But unlike CEOs, CROs or CFOs,
COOs have no established framework or body of knowledge to support them. There are very
few resources to help them on their journey. This book seeks to address that gap by equipping
COOs with 16 core elements for success—the 3 fundamental pillars of culture, strategy and
change, plus expertise in 13 technical areas.Before securing my first COO role, I worked for over
20 years in the following disciplines: accounting, operational risk, technology programme
delivery, chief of staff, a global risk function, and legal. Even with this breadth of experience,
when I started as a COO, I was acutely aware that I was being asked to lead teams for the first
time in disciplines I had only tangential knowledge of: HR, Communications, Insurance, Facilities
Management, and more. I had to work hard, dig deep, and read voraciously. I reached out to
contacts for subject matter knowledge, built a trusted community of advisors, and gradually
moved up the learning curve. I thought there must be a better way. This is what prompted me to
write this book—it’s the book I wish I had at the outset.In writing this book, apart from drawing on
my own hard-won knowledge, I have also consulted with functional experts to ensure that what
follows is as accurate and as up-to-date as it can be. I have road-tested the breadth of the
content with people in different sectors, all of whom said they wish they had this book on day
one. In concise, pithy terms, this book will give you enough of what you need to know to
establish yourself, build relationships, and get started. You won’t qualify for a PhD (you don’t
need to), but you’ll have enough of an understanding of each discipline to set yourself up for
success. Whether you’re aspiring or an experienced COO, this book will jumpstart your
knowledge, equip you with the tools to quickly identify problem areas, help you build those all-
important relationships with your heads of departments, and get you well on your way.You are
busy and your time is precious. In these important early days, you have to ration your time
effectively. I believe that the few hours’ investment in reading this book will pay you back a
hundredfold. It will boost your confidence, solidify your standing, and tune your attention to
where to place early focus. For each department, as well as outlining the roles and
responsibilities of each area, I’ll provide you with an insight into some early warning signs for
potential problems. I’ll highlight the areas where the roles tend to overlap or to interfere with one
another. I’ll equip you with industry-standard frameworks against which you can benchmark your
departments, and I’ll give you some of the current hot topics that likely occupy the minds of your
department heads.As a new COO, whether or not you publish a formal 100 day plan, you’ll have
about that much time to settle in, establish your credibility, build relationships, and decide what
areas need your attention. This book will help you hit the ground running. There is no time to
lose. I wish you well.About this bookEvery COO has gaps in their knowledge. This book will help
you fill those gaps by giving you enough information about a wide range of disciplines, enabling
you to have an informed conversation with any subject matter expert in any chosen field. It’s
written in straightforward English, with terms explained and referenced.Each chapter is
structured along the following lines:What this department does. A simple outline as to what this



department is responsible for.Roles and responsibilities. A structured list of functions that your
head of department is usually responsible for. I have highlighted responsibilities that can sit in
alternative areas. I’ve also highlighted overlaps with other departments and key relationships to
watch—areas where you may need to play the role of referee.Industry frameworks. I’ve called
out established industry norms and frameworks that you may need to comply with. Even if not
mandated, they will provide useful benchmarks against which you can assess the effectiveness
of the department.Warning signs. Thissection contains a list of common warning signs that may
indicate all is not well and highlight departments that need your attention.Good to great. After
establishing that a department is working well, here you’ll find tips on how you can elevate it
further, challenging and empowering your leader and team.Current hot topics. A list of topics that
are particularly relevant for this department at the time of writing.Key policies. A checklist of the
policies you can expect in this area and should review during your first 100 days.Ten questions
to ask. A list of ten key questions to ask your department heads in your initial meetings. The
answers to these questions will tell you a lot about the department itself and the person leading
it.Further reading. A number of classic texts and up-to-date articles to deepen your
understanding.Your feedbackThis book aims to cover a lot in a short read. Inevitably, there will
be gaps and areas you as a reader might like to see more of. I would greatly welcome your
feedback. Please go to and let me know which sections you liked, what you’d like to see more
of, and any other comments. In return, as well as taking your feedback on board, I will make a £1
donation to Child’s I Foundation for every piece of feedback received.Section 1: The
foundationsThe bulk of this book is concerned with the technical disciplines a COO is required
to be competent in, in order to be effective. However, before we get into those, there are some
foundations we need to cover.First, a good COO must be self-aware. They must know what the
organisation requires from its COO, and how well they fit that mould. They must be cognisant of
their own strengths and areas for development, and set up the appropriate support.Second,
everything the COO does must be underpinned by the pillars of Culture, Strategy and Change.
These chapters cover how a COO diagnoses these areas and how they tailor their approach
according to the situation in the organisation. Once these are established, then the COO can
turn their mind to the individual departments under their remit.1. Before you beginChief
Operating Officer is likely one of the biggest roles you’ve ever taken on. The CEO, the Board of
Directors, the shareholders and staff are all going to need you to be at the top of your game;
clear-headed, motivated, and energetic. You owe it to them to optimise your preparation.Every
role has to start with a strong foundation. This chapter will help you establish the following:Key
character traits of a COOThe kind of a COO your organisation needsThe kind of a COO you
want to beThe areas where your knowledge needs bolsteringWhat to do if you have a crisis of
confidenceOnce you land in your role, you’ll be expected to hit the ground running. If you fail to
prepare, you’ll fail to optimise your role. It can be difficult to recover from that position. If you’re
still carrying baggage from your last job, both physical and emotional, you’ll quickly tire and
won’t be able to approach your new job with the right mind-set. You can recover from a shaky



start – many people have done so. However, it’s so much easier if you start well. If, by the end of
your first 100 days, you have got to know your team, identified strong and weak areas, started to
build trusting relationships, and got the team moving forward in the right direction, you have
great momentum which will stand to you for the duration of your role.Preparation for your new
roleTaking adequate time to prepare for your new role is critical. During this time, you can do
some in-depth reading, thinking, and letting go of your old role. Use this time to set preliminary
goals. They’ll be refined and tweaked once you start your new job, but having thought of them
ahead of time is enormously grounding.Over the past ten years, as I’ve taken on increasingly
senior roles, I created a habit of taking a two-day break to prepare myself for the new role. I take
myself away somewhere, packing whatever reading I’ve been given, notebooks, pens, yoga
gear, and some tried-and-tested tools to help me get ready. It’s a ritual that has served me well. I
now look forward to it in advance of any new role.It’s very important to structure your first 100
days. After you set yourself goals, work backward in time and write a goal for each month, week,
and even day. Later you can use it to help you focus and hold yourself accountable. It’s a
powerful habit that will stand you in good stead. ‘Your First 100 Days: How to make maximum
impact in your new role’ by Niamh O’Keeffe is an excellent book that provides exactly this
framework.Counterintuitive as it may seem, it’s important that you start your role knowing what a
successful ending looks like. You should take the time to develop a sense of your legacy. This is
a great conversation to have during your interview. “If I’m successful in this role, what will this
organisation look like in three years’ time?”In “Your first 100 days”, the author recommends that
you “start with the end in mind” and work your plans back from that point. Set your legacy, then
translate it back into what you need to get done in your first 100 days, month by month.Once you
have these goals, you need to design a regular habit of reviewing them and holding yourself
accountable.Daily habitsI have a morning routine where I set myself up for the day, personally
and professionally, physically and mentally. It has made me strong and focused. It comes from
the book ‘The Miracle Morning: The Not-So-Obvious Secret Guaranteed to Transform Your Life
(Before 8AM)’ by Hal Elrod. In his book Elrod covers six activities known as “SAVERS”: Silence
(or meditation), Affirmations, Visualisation, Exercise, Reading and Scribing (or journaling). Once
you set your plan for your new role, you can use this regular preparation time to remind yourself
of what you’re looking to achieve that week and that day, before you get swamped in back-to-
back meetings all day. It will help you keep hold of your own agenda while still making yourself
available to others.Another crucial part of this preparation is deciding how you’ll achieve work-
life balance. Your role is likely to be highly demanding, particularly at the outset. This doesn’t
mean you should forego exercise and extra-curricular activity. You’re paid to lead, not to be
miserable and exhausted. Planning how you’ll de-compress, stay fit and healthy and maintain a
sense of balance in your life is a necessity. It’s also an important signal to your staff about your
outlook on work. If you show up looking grey and tired, first to arrive and last to leave, if you
repeatedly miss family events, lose your good humour and your perspective, your staff will think
that’s what you expect of them too, no matter what you say. Lead by example. Decide, right now,



that you’re going to work hard and to have a good life.A great assistant and, possibly, a Chief of
Staff are crucial to your success. Whether you’re inheriting support staff in the new role, or
bringing them with you, these people will be the difference between you achieving your plans
and not. They’ll optimise your diary, filtering out the nice-to-have items from the essentials.
They’ll ensure you have time for reflection. They’ll hold you accountable to spending enough
time on coaching and inspiring your people, on blue-sky thinking and on strategizing. Bring them
into your confidence; discuss with them what visits you need to make in your first three months,
who you need to spend time with, and which events and meetings you can shelve. Hire these
people early and use them—they’ll be indispensable. In his book ‘Chief of Staff: The Strategic
Partner Who Will Revolutionize Your Organization’ Tyler Parris lists the benefits of having a Chief
of Staff and how to use them successfully.Character traits of a COOAs you’ll see later in the
chapter, there are different kinds of COO, depending on the organisation’s needs, the
relationship with the CEO and the departments they’re responsible for. However, there are some
character traits that are essential for all COOs to be effective and to thrive in their
roles.ResilienceThe COO role is thankless. When things go well, people take it as a given. When
things go wrong, people often view it as your fault, and it will likely be your responsibility to fix the
problem. You need a very strong foundation and a groundswell of resilience to stay positive and
focused.COOs have to be adaptable and flexible—the goalposts move all the time. You can’t
hold on to previous models or misconceptions. You have to be able to let things go with good
humour and immediately focus on new goals. As EY say in their article “The DNA of the COO –
time to claim the spotlight”, ‘When the company’s Plan A doesn’t work out as hoped, the COO
needs to be the person who already has a Plan B in mind.’As a COO you have to be prepared
to:learn fastembrace new areas and new disciplinesapply your knowledge and wisdom to new
contextssee common themescreate a planmove quickly, reassuring your people along the
wayYou need to be the sort of person who can be dropped into an unholy mess, quickly make
sense of it, see key issues, discard distractions, clarify the way forward, develop a plan and get
people executing on it, fast.You need to be able to receive bad news (sometimes quite
regularly), react to it appropriately, and then convey it courageously to your CEO and Board of
Directors, owning the message and the remediation plan. You need to cover for people when
they have let you down, even if you’re angry and disappointed. You need to manage your
negative feelings and turn setbacks into opportunities for learning and improvement.Finally, at
your core, you must be a positive person who believes in the best but expects the worst, who
loves the mission of the organisation and the people who work there. Without this your
effectiveness will quickly erode.If you’re entering your first COO role, you need to get
accustomed to a certain ongoing level of anxiety. Whether you work in a highly sophisticated
financial services organisation, or in a fledgling start-up, you’ll be faced with things going wrong
regularly. From building health and safety issues to regulatory compliance, from people issues to
litigation, you’re the filter to your CEO. You must protect your CEO so they can advance the
mission of the organisation. How you cope will determine your effectiveness in this role. That



said, you’re a problem solver or you wouldn’t be in this role, and there is a great satisfaction in
dealing with these potential issues, improving your organization, and striking risks off your worry
list.Execution focusAs an effective COO you must have a ruthless, dogged focus on execution.
You must be tenacious and persistent. You must be outcome-focused, directing the conversation
towards the logical next step that will move your organization in the direction of the goal you’re
seeking to accomplish. Often to you, this is invisible and obvious, but to your organisation it’s
highly valuable. Execution is the translation of vision into action. It’s the clutch in the gearbox that
drives the engine forward.HumanityA dogged focus on delivery doesn’t mean you can’t be kind
or empathetic. In fact, the most impactful people I have worked with balance their focus on
execution with warmth and humility. They view their people as people. They know about their
lives, their families, and their challenges outside of work. They know what their people want to
get out of life, and they want to help them achieve their goals.For many years in my earlier
career, I suppressed that side of myself, and so did the people I worked with. It makes for a grey,
flat, joyless existence. I remember returning to the office from a family funeral and nobody, not
one person in my team, asking me if I was okay. Financial reward may buy people’s compliance
but it won’t buy their hearts and minds. When people see your humanity shining through, they
empathise with you, they buy into the authenticity they’re seeing and they understand, even
when you’re being tough, that you’re doing it from a good place.An ability to hack the systemA
COO is in prime position to look across the organisation, filter out the noise, see opportunities
and make connections. Effective COOs can see where there are bottlenecks, shortcomings and
inefficiencies in an organisation and find ways to remediate them. A good COO is not satisfied
with sub-optimal procedures and can “hack” the organisation to achieve better results.Multi-
threadingAs a COO you can find yourself reporting to a Board member one minute and dealing
with an operational issue the next. You need dexterity of mind to constantly shift perspective and
tailor your responses to different situation. You’ll also need humility to be able to just get on with
things.I recently heard a talk given by serial entrepreneur Gary Vaynerchuk where he talked
about ‘clouds and dirt.’ He explained that successful leaders switch between thinking
strategically and dealing with the minutiae very quickly, thousands of times a day.Your role will
embrace things from the sublime to the ridiculous. Don’t be surprised if one minute you’re
forming a new strategic vision and the next you’re being told about an issue with the bathrooms.
Just get on with it. Of course, if too much operational work is getting in the way, you need to ask
yourself why and address it—one of the things I’ll tackle in the “Warning Signs” section of each
chapter.A generalistNo doubt, you will be coming to your role with strong knowledge of some
technical areas. Now you need to have a working knowledge of all of them, which is where this
book comes in. Later in this chapter, I’ll take you through a self-assessment where you can
analyse your comfort levels across all the functions you now have to oversee.Self-awarenessA
COO is often the go-to person for all of the organisation’s problems. This constant bombardment
with issues can be exhausting. It can lead to an always-on, fire-fighting mentality where you’re
constantly swatting away problems, space-invaders style. This is not conducive to thinking and



can impair the very clarity of vision you were hired for.You need to adopt coping mechanisms
that suit your personality type. You need an excellent executive assistant who will understand
your needs and will manage your diary accordingly. You need family support and downtime. You
need escapes—both quick ones (walking around the park) and periodic ones (such as getting to
the coast once a month). You need time for deep thought and strategizing. And you need to have
fun. If you become drained, bitter, brittle and reactive, you won’t be effective.If you don’t have a
personal coach, I suggest now is a good time to find one. A coach will help you develop self-
awareness, find out what sets you off, and teach you how to cope with stressful situations.Some
years ago, I found a particularly useful set of concepts in a book called “Complex IT Project
Management: 16 Steps to Success” by Peter Schulte. I typed up my favourite phrases to refer to
when needed:“Grace under fire”“Be the project adult”“Self-discipline, self-control, tolerance and
the knowledge and willingness to be empathetic and gracious towards others are… the marks of
a mature person”“Do not expect much in the way of accolades”Having these concepts close at
hand in challenging moments has proven a sound coping strategy. Can you identify the triggers
that set you off? Do you know what can help you in that moment? If you don’t, it might be a good
opportunity to reflect and prepare.ReflectionHow are you feeling physically, mentally,
emotionally?Do you have your support network around you: mentors, coaches, family, friends,
sounding boards, childcare professionals?Is there any help you’d like to get now, to work
through any kinks in your first 100 days on the job?How much time can you take to prepare?
Have you “emptied your suitcases” from your previous role?Can you set yourself up to have a
core of strength, positivity, empathy, gratitude, warmth and humanity?What does the
organisation need from its COO?One key point of reflection during your preparation time is to
consider what the organisation is going to need from you once you’re the COO. This varies
enormously from organisation to organisation, and even over time. The COO who was in
position during the heady growth days may not be the right person during a time of
retrenchment. In fact, it’s often helpful to change COOs at key points of inflection in the
organisation, to mark a change and draw a line under the previous era.To help frame your
thoughts, it’s useful to look at what has been written about the role of the COO. In “Aiming for the
top: A guide for aspiring COOs and their organizations”, EY (Ernst & Young)1 note that the
scope and the role of the COO position vary widely, depending on four factors:Specific
pressures faced by the organisationKey industry trendsRelationship with the CEOOrganisation
structureNonetheless, EY categorised the common functions of a COO into Development,
Enablement and Execution, and plotted six sub-functions against them.It also identified seven
core skills that any prospective COO needs to have:Change managementAbility to talk to the
Board of DirectorsSetting and enforcing a robust control environmentOperational modelsAbility
to extract efficiencyIndustry and market knowledgeManagement and leadership skills, and
taking an account of the cultureThe Harvard Business Review article “Second in Command: The
Misunderstood Role of the Chief Operating Officer” outlines seven different types of COO:2The
executor of strategies—turning a vision into reality through executionThe change agent—e.g., to



lead a corporate turnaroundThe mentor—to a perhaps younger or less experienced CEOThe
other half—to complement the CEO’s experience, style, knowledge base or penchantsThe
partner—in a co-leadership model with the CEOThe heir apparent—cutting their teeth in the
number two role prior to stepping up to CEOThe MVP—a role given to an executive deemed too
valuable to loseThe article also gives a very good analysis of what the COO owes the CEO in
their relationship and vice versa. Agreeing to these parameters up front with your CEO will
provide you with a solid foundation for the future.Reflection:Where is the organisation on its
journey (start-up, growth, cutbacks, crisis)?What is the strategy of the organisation?How have
your responsibilities been defined?What would a “good” year look like in terms of your
performance?What role will you play vs. your CEO?What kind of COO do you want to be?
Leaving aside the tangible requirements of the role, it’s important to recognise that you have a
choice about the kind of person and COO you want to be.This may be the biggest position of
your career. You’ll find that your words and actions will wield more potency than ever before,
both inside and outside the organisation. People will look to you for cues and emulate your
behaviour. People will take your phone calls and prioritise the meetings with you. You’ll enjoy
more presence, power and influence than ever before, and you’ll have more autonomy to shape
the future direction of the organisation and sector you work in.With this privilege comes
responsibility. You can choose to be Machiavellian, to win at all costs. You can eradicate
competition. You can end careers. You can disregard sustainability. You can squeeze the weaker
players in your supply chain into submission. Worse, you can pay lip service to all the good, nice
concepts in the world, then turn around and choose the toxic route.Or you can stand for
something. You can be a beacon of integrity and bravery. You can make the hard, right decisions.
You can find mutually beneficial solutions. You can enrich the lives of your staff, customers,
suppliers and everyone else who interacts with your organisation. You can send people home
happy. You can be strong and courageous.The character traits that you possess will be amplified
by this role. Your words and actions will resonate more than ever. Make them good
ones.ReflectionWhat will you be known for as a COO?What will people say about you after
you’re gone? What functional knowledge do you need?The role of the COO is incredibly varied.
You may have some or all of the departments I mention below under your remit. Take a moment
to reflect on how comfortable you are feeling with the subject matter in each area. Nobody else
has to see it! Be honest with yourself—list where you feel prepared and where you feel less so. It
will give you a structured plan to quickly assimilate the knowledge you’ll need to get started.
Review the areas below and answer on a scale of 1-10 (1=no knowledge, 10=world authority)
how well you know the area. Answer N/A if it’s not relevant to you. AreaScoreCultureStrategyCha
ngeDepartmentScoreITFinanceRiskGovernanceLegalHRComplianceOperationsSupply Chain
ManagementCommunications / Public RelationsFacilities ManagementChild safeguarding /
Safeguarding of vulnerable peopleOtherThe remainder of this book is structured to support you
in rounding up your lower scores and consolidating your stronger ones. You don’t need to read
the chapters in order—read them as you see fit and score yourself after each chapter to



determine which chapter you should read next. I also include a list of recommended reading at
the end of each chapter.ReflectionHaving assessed your knowledge, where do you need to
prioritise your learning?When all else failsOn bad days, you may suffer a crisis of confidence, or
even imposter syndrome. I’ve spoken to enough senior executives to know that everyone goes
through this. When you feel this way, remember that (1) you know a lot more than you think you
do, and (2) the following five things require no skill or expertise whatsoever, and they count for a
lot.Be polite. This means—be on time and be prepared. Read the content you’ve been given in
advance and ask only key questions.Go the extra mile. Show up with a hard work ethic. People
will see it, appreciate it, and emulate it.Bring energy and show up with passion. Reflect this in
your body language, your energy, and your attitude. Show interest in the topic, read and
research it ahead of time.Be adaptable and open to change. Take feedback from people whose
opinion you value. Get a coach, listen to them with humility, and take things on board.Be kind
and human. The task at hand will come and go. Human relationships endure. How we act,
particularly under pressure, is what people will remember.On tough days, get up early, exercise,
and think about the positive sides of your role. Remember that it’s an utter privilege to do your
job, then grab a coffee and get back in there.Further readingElrod, H., “The Miracle Morning:
The Not-So-Obvious Secret Guaranteed to Transform Your Life (Before 8am)”, John Murray
Learning, 1st ed., 2016O’Keeffe, N., “Your First 100 Days: How to make maximum impact in your
new leadership role”, Financial Times Series, 2011Parris, T., “Chief of Staff: The Strategic
Partner Who Will Revolutionize Your Organization”, 2015Schulte, P., “Complex IT Project
Management: 16 Steps to Success”, CRC press 2003“Second in Command: The
Misunderstood role of the Chief Operating Officer.” Harvard Business Review“: Time to claim the
spotlight.” Ernst & Young“: A guide for aspiring COOs and their organizations.” Ernst & Young2.
CultureNothing focuses the mind on culture more than trying to lead people who are not
motivated by money. When I moved from a hardcore financial services organisation with an
annual bonus culture to an NGO (non-governmental organisation), the contrast in how to
motivate and engage the staff was stark. In banking (and this applies across the industry) the
culture can be very orderly and obedient—the leaders set the direction, the staff look up, nod,
get back to their desks and work furiously, in the hope that at the end of the year they’ll be
rewarded by their line manager. In an NGO, people have often taken a pay cut to come to the
organisation. They are highly idealistic and values-driven. Because of that idealism, some can
become disillusioned and cynical. Money doesn’t work. Expecting obedience doesn’t work.
Many of the levers that you have in a traditional organisation simply aren’t there, or you pull them
and nothing happens – indeed, sometimes they can have the opposite of the intended
effect.Ignore culture at your peril. It’s the invisible ether in the organisation. It impacts everything.
You should ask as many questions and take as many sounding points as you possibly can about
the culture of an organisation, both before and after joining it.As a COO you’ll have to tailor your
approach depending on the culture. If the culture is weak, you’ll have to invest time in
strengthening and defining it. If it’s positive, your initiatives will take flight faster. If it’s negative



and resistant to change, it may take much longer to see any of your initiatives embedded.
Culture is the glue that holds everything together. It’s the hidden mojo behind success or failure.
It has been said that 70% of the behaviour exhibited by people in organisations is shaped by the
culture—they will act as different people based on the culture around them.Remuneration
strategy and employee benefits lose their motivational power if the culture is bad. Employees
typically work 220 days a year. Every day the culture of the organisation hits them in a hundred
different ways: the tone of the e-mails they receive, the conversations they overhear, and so on.
They get paid 12 times a year and spend that money mainly on necessities. They go on holidays
a couple of times a year. They see and feel culture every minute of every working day.What is
cultureA generally accepted definition of culture is “a system of shared assumptions,
values and beliefs, which governs how people behave in organisations.” In Organizational
Culture and Leadership, Edgar H. Schein says that we can think of culture as “what the group
has learned in its efforts to survive, grow, deal with its external environment, and organize
itself.”3 According to David Needle4, the following factors combine to shape the culture of an
organisation:HistoryProductMarketTechnologyStrategyType of employeesManagement
styleNational cultureNote, management style is just one of eight factors! The tone you set as a
COO is a key determinant of culture, but by no means the only one. Because culture is shaped
by the history and the strategy of the organisation, it can be notoriously slow and difficult to
change. It can also be damaged. Like that other valuable attribute, reputation, it’s slow to build
and easy to fracture. Hold it carefully in your hands.FrameworksThere is no shortage of literature
to consult in this space. In terms of classic texts, Geert Hofstede did pioneering work in the
1980s on culture, using the test ground of IBM. Edgar H. Schein’s model5 represents culture as
a three-layered “lily pond”, with espoused values and cultural artefacts underpinned by tacit
cultural assumptions. Robert A. Cooke defined the widely respected Organisational Culture
Inventory® (OCI®)6.Current good reads on culture are “Who Moved My Cheese? An Amazing
Way to Deal with Change in Your Work and in Your Life” by Spencer Johnson and “Start with
Why: How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take Action” by Simon Sinek.More recently, in
McKinsey Quarterly, in an article entitled “Givers take all: The hidden dimension of corporate
culture” Adam Grant talked about how a culture of giving and reciprocity strengthened
performance in the US intelligence services.7Below are some diagnostics you can perform to
determine your early approach to culture.DiagnosticHow will you determine the culture of the
organisation? By observation, discussion and reading. By looking at the tangible manifestations
of culture. By asking employees why things are done the way they’re done. By recognising
inconsistencies between what’s being said and what’s being done.When gauging whether
action is needed on culture, one simple assessment involves looking at two dimensions—the
strength of the culture and its positivity or negativity. This is similar to the Goffee and Jones
model 8which looks at “solidarity” and “sociability”. Culture can be:Strong. A high degree of
behavioural similarity exhibited by employees, even across different locations. A high degree of
repeatable behaviour. There may seem to be an invisible force guiding what needs to be done,



without much obvious recourse to written policies and procedures—people just ‘know’ what
needs to happen. Note, I have said nothing here about the culture being “nice” or “happy.”
Strength is a measure of how much the culture pervades the organisation. You can have a strong
culture that is very tough.Weak. The opposite of the above. You get a variable impression as you
visit and meet different parts of the organisation. Employee experience differs depending on
what team they’re in and their line manager. There is little to fall back on in the way of norms of
behaviour—people have to “consult the policy”. There is a sense of “herding kittens,” as people
act as individuals rather than conforming to a set of norms. It’s hard to get cross-organisational
work done successfully.Schein9 says that the strength of a culture depends on (1) the length of
time, (2) the stability of membership of the group, and (3) the emotional intensity of the actual
historical learning experiences they’ve shared.Positive. Positive disposition towards the goals of
the organisation. Generally good sentiments expressed towards and between employees—
embracing diversity, empathy, respect, tolerance, and co-operation.Negative. Cynicism about
the organisation. Signs of a lack of trust, siloes, protectionism, and defensiveness.Depending on
where your organisation sits, there are four different approaches you can take:If the culture
is dysfunctional, you’ll need to intervene. Otherwise, you, the CEO and the executive team will
be trying to execute in a toxic environment. This is by far the most dramatic of the scenarios.If
the culture is non-existent, with little that is good for you to leverage, then you’ll need to
help build it. This is the most rewarding scenario, where actions you take and messages you
send will build a new set of cultural pillars for the future.If the culture is well-intentioned—if the
organisation is “nice” but a bit lost—you’ll need to consolidate it.Take the positives and reinforce
them, using them as totems for the way things are going to operate in the future.If the culture
is optimised—already strong and aligned positively towards the achievement of the
organisation’s goals—you’ll have to work within it. Contrary to what you might think, this is not
always the easiest scenario for a new COO. In this case, it’s you who has to be malleable, who
must flex your style to work within a new context. Otherwise, your thoughts and ideas won’t be
accepted.Basic dimensions of culture (Globe study)Power distanceUncertainty
avoidanceGender egalitarianismFuture orientationInstitutional collectivismIn-group
collectivismPerformance orientationAssertivenessHumane orientationSource: Schein, E.H.
“Organizational Culture and Leadership”, 5th ed., p85Your role as COO in cultureSchein
says10 that in an organisation “learning occurs through the leadership of a founder or
entrepreneur who uses his or her personal power to demand some new behaviour directed
towards achieving some purpose.” As a new COO, you’ll be giving people signals for what kind
of culture you’re going to reinforce. At some point during your tenure, you’re going to be tested
with a decision that will say a lot about you and your views. Be on the lookout for these moments
and reflect hard on your response—chances are your response will set the scene for years to
come.A fascinating insight into culture comes from the book “It’s My Pleasure: The Impact of
Extraordinary Talent and a Compelling Culture” by Dee Ann Turner. Turner talks about the strong
and distinct culture in the US chain of fried chicken restaurants, Chick-fil-A. As you read the



book, you can sense how deeply Chick-fil-A’s culture shapes its people. Customer service is a
central tenet of their culture, so much so, they categorise their staff into either “the people
serving the chicken” or “the people helping the people who serve the chicken.” There are many
gems in Turner’s book, but I like best the concept of servant leadership. When new employees
join Chick-fil-A, at company events they get seated next to the CEO. Senior management offer
their business class seats to junior staff members who might not otherwise ever fly club. Leaders
go to the back of the line at lunchtime, talking and interacting with staff they encounter along the
way. This fosters the sense that senior management wouldn’t ask anything of new employees
they haven’t done themselves. There are lots of books about servant leadership,
including Leaders Eat Last: Why Some Teams Pull Together and Other Don’t by Simon Sinek
and Everybody Matters: The Extraordinary Power of Caring for Your People Like Family by Bob
Chapman and Raj Sisodia.How to improve cultureWhichever situation you find yourself in, there
are always steps you can take to improve the culture of the organisation. Here are the steps that
have worked for me.Management role modelling. Change starts with self. How are you showing
up every day? How about the executive team? Are they dedicated to the organisation’s goals,
even at the expense of their own objectives? Do they practice self-sacrifice? Do they
collaborate? How engaged are they in the organisation? Why would you expect your staff to be
any more engaged, or practice any better behaviours than the ones they see you model every
day?Staff engagement. Talk to staff. Get under the skin of what motivates and what bothers
them. Try to take early action to remove an irritating factor. It’ll win you friends and show your
staff that you’re listening.Communications. Look at your staff communications. Are they
authentic? Do they mirror the reality of employees’ experience? Is the tone right?Visual
management. What’s important for the organisation to deliver? What is the strategy? Is it written
up on the walls? Is it in sight when you make a coffee and reinforced around every corner? Is
progress marked? Is success celebrated? In Save the Children, we put the strategy process up
on a wall on huge posters, accompanied by two blackboards and lots of chalk so staff could
actively engage with it.History. Dig back into the history of the organisation. What was its
founding principle? Who were its founders? What values did they espouse? Is there something
in the DNA of the organisation that can be emphasised? British Airways did this recently when it
relaunched the historic motto ‘To Fly, To Serve.’ John Lewis has never deviated from its motto
‘Never knowingly undersold.’ The founder of Save the Children, Eglantyne Jebb, was arrested in
1919 for demonstrating in the centre of London on behalf of starving children,11 and there’s a
little of that rebellious spirit that still informs everything they do today.Iconic moments. As I
mentioned before, sometimes a moment comes along that demands an action from you. You
can’t engineer it; you can’t predict it. You also can’t avoid it. You’re presented with a dilemma, a
decision, a problem, and the actions you take will send a message. A moment like this is an
opportunity to set the tone in an incredibly powerful way. It’s the thing people will talk about after
you leave.Little moments. Conversely, there are hundreds of little moments that set the tone and
say something about who you are and how you’d like the organisation to be. Everybody has a



role to play in these. Someone once told me that culture is not something you can plan to
implement—culture is being set in a thousand ways every day. The person you say hello to (as
COO, always take the initiative and say hello), the door you hold open, the coffee you buy for
someone in the line. Take every opportunity. People will notice.Consistency. Finally, reinforce the
right messages every day, and ensure your team does as well. Day in and day out. Overtly and
subtly, keep bolstering the new messages and the new behaviours. Staff will become anxious
and confused when they see unpredictable and contradictory messages – be reassuring and
consistent.
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J in Denver, “Entrepreneur? You need this book.. I heard about this new book through a
Facebook group I'm in, so I grabbed it.It's great for me today, and I'm glad I found it, but I so wish
it had been available years ago. I have a very different perspective - one of a startup founder. In
fact, I'm on my 5th startup, and going through all the same stress, tension and headaches that
I've experienced before. The thing is, in a startup, one person (ME!) is often the CEO, COO,
CFO, etc. Many hats, right? But if you spend all your time doing the CEO "stuff" and ignore the
COO "stuff", you fail. I guess what I'm saying is, if you are an entrepreneur, or have a startup, or
part of a startup, you need this book. Even if you are not looking to BE a COO of a big company
with lots of staff - you have to have all the SKILLS of a COO.The lessons in the book are solid.
It's well thought out, obviously based on experience and sound advice. Read, or at least skim,
the whole thing, and then use it as a reference each time you face a particular problem in a
particular area of your business.Do not ignore the importance of this role which, whether you like
it or not, you HAVE to be on top of.”

Dakini Whispers, “This is the book that will put you at the cutting edge of your game. In the
cutthroat corporate world the job of a COO has neve been so sought after … or so tenuous…
Jennifer Geary is doing what is so rare in the corporate world - giving us a 'behind the scenes'
look at the journey to success.We get to learn from one who has been there before.Packed with
useful information that will make the transition to a senior role seamless, smooth and
successful.It is set out in a way that the information is easy to process and quick to apply - with
tips highlighted and exercises and self assessment tools referenced throughout.Useful for those
looking at a COO role in the future, as well as for those already in the position who wish to
improve results and gain insights from someone who has walked the walk…”

Nick, “Excellent Orienting Book for Executives. I purchased this book moving into a COO role at
a small sized medical device company. It was very useful to get one thinking about the scope of
domains one might be responsible for and need to develop. As I moved later into a CEO role at a
nonprofit, it was a great “checklist” book to ensure that all systems were good to go.No book is
going to present you the solution for every aspect of your company, and this is not the goal here.
It is a way to ask yourself questions about the health of your organization and address your
attention to the right areas.”

Scott B. Allan, “Great strategies and principles that anyone can use in business and career.. This
book was recommended to me from someone so this is brief review on my thoughts for the
book. This is a great little book for Entrepreneurs and Chief Executive Officers. The book gives
great advice for taking a solid career path and is well-organized with useful checklists at the end
of each chapter. This book isn't just a book on being a COO, but actually teaches some great
strategies and principles that anyone can use in their business. Lots of good stuff here on



building a roadmap to help people in the organization as well as understanding and managing
the company culture.”

World Traveller, “Essential reading for aspiring and current COO's.. This is an excellent and
concise analysis of the key skills required to succeed in the role of COO. I liked how the book
was structured and dealt with each quality in a separate chapter which made the book easy to
read.The content is up-to-date and highly relevant, I can see myself going back to reference it
regularly.For anyone buying this I would recommend following up by buying 'Riding Shotgun'. It's
a worthwhile read on being a COO but very different to Jennifer Geary's book, consider it
complimentary. Rather than go in-depth into the skills and qualities required, instead it takes a
number of well-known firms and interviews their past/present COO's to get their take on the job,
what the key challenges are, and where they see this often poorly understood role fitting into the
organisation.”

PetrosE, “Great insights !. What a great read!The title really speak for itself.Jenifer gives a clear
road map to how you can become a COO regardless of what stage in your organization you
might be in. She has many years experience in working with different people and functions.
Being a COO herself she learned the hard way on what needs to be done as there was no
resources that she could rely on. The author brings in alot of insight in the book from managing a
company's work culture to building strategic relationship within the different departments. If you
liked reading the 'Good to Great' book by Jim Collins- consider this book to be a great
companion.”

ceharris, “Not just for the future COO. Found this book to be informative on all aspects of
business. It has a lot of useful information on organizations and ways to better partner with and
align the business units.I recommend it for all students who want to get a better understanding
of the COO role.”

Camilo BLANCO VARGAS, “Good framework and questioning toolbox.. I have been a project/
program/product manager and entrepreneur for around 15 years, and now COO in a data
analytics company.The book is very accessible and crunchable over a planning weekend, as the
author mentions the COO role is a generalist one, you are required to know a little bit of
everything but not to be an expert in every single business aspect. People tend to confuse the
COO role with the Operations Director, the role of the COO is to enhance overall business
efficiency by managing and coaching the rest of the leaders of the company, while the CEO
focus on the long term and external matters. I think the book delivers its promise.The author
does her best to share her experiences as Project/Program Manager, Chief of Staff and COO,
but most importantly to list industry frameworks, warning signs, hot topics and diagnosing
questions for various functions of a company, while providing excellent references to other



publications. I think it allows the good reader to organize a high-level view of the role, even if
some functions are missing.Sadly the amazon top comment on the book is 2 starts that points
out an error on the book (probably not reported to the author and easily solvable by a web
search). But more importantly, it disqualifies the book by taking the checklist study case out of
context. The author used this example to illustrate how simple solutions are generally better
(following modern agile principles), while the reviewer accuses the author of falsely claiming that
the checklist study case was the origin of checklists.I agree the book can be improved including
some other functions such as Marketing/Sales, and it would be nice to have a second edition
with post-pandemic opinions and corrections. But I think it is worth every single penny I've paid
for it and a very nice effort from the busy author.In any case, COOs are problem solvers by
nature, and if you think you can find all the solutions in a book probably you have to question if
you are made for the role.”

Paul, “An invaluable companion for successful leaders. Put the kettle on, carve out a good chunk
of time and mental space, and read this book. It will be an investment that pays dividends
throughout your COO or senior leadership career. A practical how to guide with a wealth of
examples, insight, and first hand experience, Jenny's book walks you through the challenges
and opportunities confronting today's modern leader, and offers support and direction that you
can personalise to fit your own context. Balancing both breadth across the varied COO
disciplines as well as sufficient depth in each area of interest, you can read cover to cover and
then dip in to specific chapters throughout your leadership journey. A great introduction for new
executives and an invaluable reminder and addition for those further down the track. Excellent.”

Paula Boyle, “Required Reading. Required reading for anyone who is, or wants to be, a world-
class Chief Operating Officer. Jenny Geary, an extremely successful COO herself, provides an
expert analysis of what the job really entails, with the kind of insider advice and signposting that
is invaluable. There is no better articulation of how to excel in this complex role - whatever
situation you find yourself in, Jenny provides solutions and resources to navigate your way to
success. This is a comprehensive, practical guidebook - with the benefit of front-line stories from
someone who knows the challenges, and has met them head on. I'll be giving this not just to the
COO's I coach, but anyone who hires or collaborates with a COO, and wants to get the best out
of the relationship.Highly, highly recommended!”

Tony McInally, “Game Changer of a book. Different class account of being a Chief Operating
Officer - nothing in this book should be overlooked and gives expert professional advice and tips
on how to excel as a new or experienced COO. It outlines the challenges faced, the areas
covered and the areas to focus on and prioritise too. Written in clear accessible language and it
is a book the book I wish I had in my desk drawer for the past 10 years.Jennifer Geary insights
and tips are invaluable to help numerous people and organisations, regardless of size and scale



to grow and benefit from her sound advice and inspiring words.Tony McInallyCOO, 2009 to date”
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